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ABSTRACT 

Our thought is our real power and can change world. All living beings have brain, to think for taking an 

appropriate decision. Sometime, decision becomes curse and sometime a boon. It depends on living being’s thoughts.     

We use our mind, very few of its capacity. If, we shall use its 50% capacity, then we can do something without touching.               

Our thought depends on our concentration and high devotion, in work. If, we have to do a work, then we may have either 

one or many ways. In case of one way, there exist many ways, but we become unable to get that ways. We can get all 

possible ways, by thinking much and much and after that we can select much easiest way, among them and can do it with 

less effort. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Sometime, we feel that, this event had already done, but in fact we know very well that, it is not possible that it 

had done already in the past. We can think that, parts of that event is the result of those circumstances, but we felt at same 

time that, some natural events does not depend on manmade circumstances, but that natural events exist, which process 

that this feeling is free from the effect of circumstances. Then, what is the reason for that feeling. In fact, such type of 

feeling is the result of our strength of brain and becomes in feel, by thinking much better than other, but due to instability, 

it go out after few seconds. This energy is Thinking Energy and makes us able to think about future, for a few seconds. 

We can reduce our effort, by thinking much better than other and can do work with less effort, either in the form 

of muscular effect or use of source of energy like petrol, diesel, coal etc., when we need to do a work and having many 

ways, then there exist at least one way, which require less effort among all. We have to recognise it by thinking, by using 

Thinking Energy. This effort saves muscular energy, as well as of resources of energy. We can use it and can make such 

appliances, which require less energy to perform any work and hence, resources of energy can conserve. 

Our universe is continuously spreading, but it is finite by “Sphere Theory”. We are unable to measure it, 

presently, but by using Thinking Energy and extending capacity of mind, can know much fact about it. As we know that 

universe is like a smoke and looks like spreading infinitely, but it is finite at all. We use term infinite, only for our 

convenience, as we are unable to reach limiting point of universe and in terms of numbers, unable to reach to end of 

numbers but universe has a limiting point and number has end point. There is no existence of infinite. Everything is finite, 

as whole universe is finite. 

Thinking power increases, as the power of accurate guessing about related issues, but it is limited and for very few 

seconds, depends on the efficiency of mind. It increases with increasing of efficiency of mind. Event occurred in past, 

occurring presently and probable occurrence in future is subject to thinking much by our brain and realise how to re-order 
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it, with all possible events with respect to present condition. By thinking Energy, we can do some work without any effort. 

Many events occurring in present are hidden of human beings and probably will discover in future, by thinking 

more and more which will be possible, only by Thinking Energy. All discovered theories and inventions came, only by 

Thinking Energy. Before existence of inventions and theories, these were occurred, but were out of thought of human 

beings. 

Thinking about same thing may vary person to person, but there exist only one way, which be much suitable and 

require least effort which is possible only by Thinking energy. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This theory reduces effort not only muscular but mechanical and hence, conserves resources of energy. 
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